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Current Standard Cosmological model: ΛCDM 

Flat Universe with Dark 
Energy in the form of a 
cosmological constant Λ + 
Cold Dark Matter. 

It assumes General 
Relativity.

ΛCDM became the standard 
model following observations 
from Type Ia Supernovae and 
the Cosmic Microwave 
Background.
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Image Credit: NASA / LAMBDA Archive / WMAP Science Team

The DES Collaboration

“The story so far:

In the beginning the Universe was created.

This has made a lot of people very angry and been 
widely regarded as a bad move”

Douglas Adams, The Restaurant at the end of the Universe

https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/about_lambda.cfm#captioncredit


Current Standard Cosmological model: ΛCDM 
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A glance to cosmological surveys … 

In 2006 the Dark Energy Task Force1 designed and ambitious observational program to determine 
the dark energy properties as well as possible.

1 arxiv/0609591 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0609591
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Weak Lensing and Galaxy 
Clustering in Theory

Nighthawks by Edward Hopper
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Observing the large scale structure background (source) galaxies

foreground (lens) galaxies, 
which are clustered

lensed /sheared image of 
background galaxies
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The DES Collaboration
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3x2pt cosmology

2x2pt

A joint analysis maximises the cosmological 
information and robustly constrains astrophysical 
& observational systematic priors in the analysis!  

 Cosmic Shear : shape-shape

 Galaxy Clustering : position-position

 Galaxy-Galaxy Lensing : position-shape

redshift

The DES Collaboration



Computing in real or in Fourier space

Every calculation starts in Fourier space. The first step is to compute the matter power 
spectrum

With great power comes great …
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Computing in real or in Fourier space

Every calculation starts in Fourier space. The first step is to compute the matter power 
spectrum

A. Keep working in Fourier space with the angular power spectra. This is the approach we 
follow in the LSST-DESC 3x2pt project.
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Computing in real or in Fourier space

Every calculation starts in Fourier space. The first step is to compute the matter power 
spectrum

A. Keep working in Fourier space with the angular power spectra. This is the approach we 
follow in the LSST-DESC 3x2pt project.

B. Move to real space to work with angular correlation functions. This is the approach we 
follow in the DES Year 6 analysis.
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THE DARK 
ENERGY 
SURVEY

Blanco telescope at Cerro Tololo (CTIO)
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The Dark Energy Survey



The Dark Energy Survey (DES)

Image Credit: CosmoHub, Port d'Informació Científica (PIC)

● 570 Megapixel camera 
for the Blanco 4m 
telescope in Chile. 

● Full survey 2013-2019 
(Y3 2013-16).

● Wide field: 5000 sq. 
deg. in 5 bands. ~23 
magnitude.

● DES Y3: Positions 
and shapes of > 100M 
galaxies.  
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The DES Collaboration



Dark Energy Survey – from pixels to cosmology

LCDM  ——  WL+LSS   ——   Redshifts —— Shapes  ——  Clustering    ——    Simulations    ——    Theory   ——    Results

CIEMAT role in the 
analysis

The DES Collaboration
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The three different probes are correlated!

All of them are tracers of the same underlying dark 
matter density field, so are correlated.

Combined analysis thanks to a covariance matrix.

There are different approaches: analytically, from 
simulations, from data or semi-analytically.

We compute the Gaussian and non-Gaussian terms 
of theoretical covariances with 
CosmoCov/CosmoLike.

Shear

GGLensing

Clustering
15



Scale cuts – what to do when you don’t know?

There are some observed scales that cannot be 
properly described with our current theories 
and need to be removed from the analysis.

For instance, we don’t have a precise 
description of the behaviour of baryons at the 
smallest scales i.e. how energy injected by AGN 
affect the structure formation in their 
environment.
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Cosmic shear scale cuts

Methodology for the generation of scale cuts:

- Generate a baseline and a contaminated data vector
- Compare both data vectors and remove data points until a similarity criteria is 

satisfied

- Run chains with the resultant scale cuts considering the baseline modeling and check 
the shifts: in the peak of the S8 posterior and in the 2D plane Ωm vs. S8

Fiducial contamination:

- Baryonic contamination with OWLS-AGN plus non-linearities with Euclid 
Emulator v2 17



Polychord-test

Shift in the posteriors…



Number of remaining data points after scule cuts are applied …
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From Year 3 to Year 6 analyses:

Fisher forecast …
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The DES Collaboration

(Clustering Amplitude)

– on ΛCDM
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The dome rotating Thanksgiving night by Yusra AlSayyad

The Vera Rubin Observatory 
Legacy Survey of Space and Time
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The LSST-Dark Energy Survey Collaboration

Webcam view at sunset of Cerro Pachón by Emily Acosta
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■ The LSST will be the photometric flagship of this 
near-future stage carried out at the Vera C. Rubin 
observatory.

■ Science a wide range of physical scales from the 
solar system to the Large-Scale Structure.

■ Dark sector physics is lead by the Dark Energy 
Science Collaboration (DESC). DESC scientific 
goal is to make high precision measurements of 
fundamental cosmological parameters using LSST 
data combining - Large-Scale Structure, Weak 
Lensing, Strong Lensing, Clusters and Supernovae.

The goal of our project is to help get analysis tools ready 
by the time first data from LSST arrives



Hyper Suprime-Cam as a precursor of LSST

This project aims to constrain 𝝮m and 𝞼8 with the combined analysis of Galaxy Clustering and Weak Lensing. And 
along the way …

■ … help with the development and validation of the measurement (TXPipe) and inference tools (Firecrown)
■ … apply the deprojection method in the observational systematic cleaning process
■ … help with the validation of the analytical covariance calculator (TJPCov)
■ … perform one of the first 3x2pt analysis in harmonic space

To do so, we analyse Hyper Suprime Cam PDR1 …

■ … observational similarities with LSST Y1 and same pipelines

■ … 6 non-contiguous fields amounting to ~130 sq. deg. observed in grizy from which we generate our source and lens samples 

(following Mandelbaum et al. 2017 and Nicola et al. 2019, respectively)

Subaru telescope at NAOJ at the top of Mauna Kea, Hawaii
23

J. Sánchez, A. Nicola, C. García-García, D. Alonso, I. Sevilla ++

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.06745
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.08209


Measuring 2-point statistics

TXPipe is the LSST-DESC measurement tool – a raw catalogue is ingested and the final data 
product is a data vector (redshift distr. + 2pt meas. + covariance)
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Reproducing HSC official cosmic shear modeling pieces:

❏ Scale cuts, 300 < multipoles < 1900, to avoid scales we cannot model 
❏ Shift photo-z uncertainty for the source sample, Δzi

source

❏ Multiplicative shear bias , Δm, one parameter per all z-bins. 
❏ Intrinsic Alignment – Non-Linear Intrinsic Alignment parameterised by AIA and ηeff, to account for 

correlations 
❏ between shapes of two galaxies in the same local field and 
❏ the shear and intrinsic shape correlation

❏ For the 3x2pt combination we account for another photo-z uncertainty in the width, σsource(zi)

Galaxy clustering 

❏ We design scale cuts by generating a theoretical prediction considering best-fit Halo Occupation Distribution 
parameters from A. Nicola et al 2019 and checking to which scale we can get until the 𝜒2 exceeds a certain 

threshold
❏ Photo-z uncertainty,  Δzi

lens and σlens(zi), for the lens sample

Galaxy-galaxy lensing

❏ Scale cuts 300 < multipoles < 1900

Modeling of Galaxy Clustering and Weak Lensing

https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.08209


Galaxy clustering scale cuts design

We need to define which scales of the Galaxy Clustering probe can be included in the analysis 
considering a linear galaxy bias description.

Process to design the scale cuts (proposed by D. Alonso and A. Nicola)

● Generate a synthetic data vector following the Halo Occupation Distribution model and 
best-fit parameters presented in Nicola et al. 2019

● Apply different scale cuts to obtain a set of data vectors with different kmax

● Use a minimizer in Firecrown to obtain best-fit values of linear galaxy bias
● Analyse the goodness of fit and the similarity of the predicted galaxy bias values with the 

ones introduced.
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Galaxy clustering scale cuts design

27

● Our fiducial scale cuts consider 
kmax = 0.15 Mpc^-1

● Considering the goodness-of-fit and 
the precision with which is 
recovered the linear galaxy bias 
values

● As a cross-check, we will run 
MCMC chains considering kmax = 
0.10 Mpc^-1 to check that the 
constraining power is stable.



Testing 𝚲CDM

As an intermediate step and as a validation for 
our tools, we aim to mimic the official HSC 
shear result.

We reproduce the official analysis (Hikage et al. 
2018) cosmic shear results, considering:

■ a new and independent data reduction
■ LSST-DESC 2-point measurement with 

TXPipe
■ implementing the modeling pieces in 

LSST-DESC Firecrown
■ running MCMC chains with the same 

sampler settings
28

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09148
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Anything else besides 3x2pt?
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■ DES Infrastructure work 
○ Generation of a foreground bright objects mask
○ Validation of observational properties mask

band g



■ Participation in the DES Year 3 Extensions to 𝚲CDM and Modified Gravity analysis
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■ DES Infrastructure work 
○ Generation of a foreground bright objects mask
○ Validation of observational properties mask

band g



■ Collaboration with IES Las Musas students
- With Ibai Burgos in the study of the accelerated expansion of the Universe with supernovae Ia data (2021)
- With Ines Sainz in th the study of the anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background (2022)
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Thanks for your attention!
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3x2pt modeling
● “Multi-Probe Modeling Strategy and Validation”, E. Krause et al.

Cosmic shear
● “Cosmology from Cosmic Shear and Robustness to Data Calibration”, A. Amon, D. Gruen, M. A. Troxel et al. 
● “Cosmology from Cosmic Shear and Robustness to Modeling Assumptions”, L. Secco, S. Samuroff et al.

Results
● “Cosmological Constraints from Galaxy Clustering and Weak Lensing” The DES Collaboration
● “Constraints on extensions to ΛCDM with weak lensing and galaxy clustering” The DES Collaboration

References
Papers available at: 
https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-3-cosmology-results-papers/

Webinar
Cosmic shear review by Chihway Chang at the webinar series on growth of structure over cosmic time [link]

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-3-cosmology-results-papers/
https://growthofstructure.sites.ucsc.edu/


References

Kilo-Degree Survey https://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl/progress.php

Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Survey 
https://hsc.mtk.nao.ac.jp/ssp/survey/#HSC_SSP_in_a_nutshell  
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Backup slides
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Current Standard Cosmological model: ΛCDM 

Flat Universe with Dark 
Energy in the form of a 
cosmological constant Λ + 
Cold Dark Matter. 

It assumes General 
Relativity.

ΛCDM became the standard 
model following observations 
from Type Ia Supernovae and 
the Cosmic Microwave 
Background.

37
Image Credit: NASA / LAMBDA Archive / WMAP Science Team

The DES Collaboration

“The story so far:

In the beginning the Universe was created.

This has made a lot of people very angry and been 
widely regarded as a bad move”

Douglas Adams, The Restaurant at the end of the Universe

https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/about_lambda.cfm#captioncredit


Some ΛCDM model weaknesses 

 
ΛCDM adds 2 new components to 

the Standard Model of physics, 
neither of which have been 

observed in a laboratory.

The cosmological constant 
interpreted as the vacuum energy is 

~120 orders of magnitude lower 
than the naive prediction coming 

from particle physics.
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The DES Collaboration
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Testing ΛCDM: Is the late time clustering compatible with the ΛCDM 
prediction assuming initial conditions from the CMB?

Image credit: NAOJ

The DES Collaboration



Testing ΛCDM: Is the late time clustering compatible with the ΛCDM 
prediction assuming initial conditions from the CMB?

Spheres with 
radius
8 Mpc/h

As: Amplitude of primordial  
scalar density fluctuations.

σ8: Amplitude of mass 
fluctuations today. 40Image credit: NAOJ

The DES Collaboration



3. Cosmological probes: cosmic shear 

Shape correlations of source galaxies between different z-bins

Looking for a coherent signal

Idea: there is a higher probability of observing a distorted galaxy near another 
which is also distorted.

Dark Energy Survey Book Ch. 12 Watch out! Spin-2 field 
41



Jornadas de Doctorandos UCM

3. Cosmological probes: cosmic shear

DES Y3

DES Collaboration 2021 (arXiv 2105.13549)
42



3. Cosmological probes: galaxy clustering

info de z and bias

DES Y3

cosmo

DES Collaboration 2021 (arXiv 2105.13549) 43



The Dark Energy Survey

THE DARK 
ENERGY 
SURVEY

Blanco telescope at Cerro Tololo (CTIO)
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DES Spring 2022 Meeting at Duke
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Cosmic Shear scale 
cuts

Cosmic shear scale cuts dedicated slides [link] by Simon
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18MhmgyqHx7DFJd8lhExF-1cm7aOo64w9YiutTCUPnHA/edit#slide=id.g19b2516db54_0_0


1x2pt scale cuts: general info

Methodology – Multiprobe methodology paper by Krause et al. and cosmic shear paper by Secco & Samuroff

Data vectors – 

● Baseline 
● Baryonic cont. with OWLS-AGN + non-linearities with Euclid Emulator v2.0 (fiducial contamination)

Fiducial scale cuts file – 

Resultant data products

● 1x2pt scale cuts .txt file for TATT (fid.) and NLA
● Validation: check the shift of posteriors comparing baseline and contaminated chains in 1D S8 space and ???
● Plot of xip, xim baseline and with different baryonic and NL contaminants similar to Fig. 5 in Secco & 

Samuroff 
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Chain – data: baseline, modeling: baseline

Scale cuts scalecuts_perzbin_0.5_OWLSAGN_EuclidEmu_cont.txt

Caveat run chain with fixed mass of neutrinos, photo-z params and multiplicative shear bias, so varying cosmology and TATT parameters 

Writing  /pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/run_ini/d1_l/params_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt.ini

Writing  /pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/run_ini/d1_l/values_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt.ini

Writing  
/pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/run_sh/d1_l/d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt_fidsimy6-atdy3.polychord-test.sh

Jobscript -> 
/pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/jobscripts/dsc/baryons_test/j
s_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt_fidsimy6-atdy3_polychord-test.sh

Output -> 
/pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/chains/chain_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20
-tatt_fidsimy6-atdy3.polychord-test.sim_d-gen2pt_simy6_l-desy3-hm20-fixtatty6sim_ml4_sy3-covcN
G.fits.scalecuts_perzbin_0.5_OWLSAGN_EuclidEmu_cont.txt.txt

Polychord-test
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Chain – data: OWLS+AGN + EEMU, modeling: baseline

Scale cuts scalecuts_perzbin_0.5_OWLSAGN_EuclidEmu_cont.txt

Caveat run chain with fixed mass of neutrinos, photo-z params and multiplicative shear bias, so varying cosmology and TATT parameters 

Writing  /pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/run_ini/d1_l/params_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt.ini

Writing  /pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/run_ini/d1_l/values_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt.ini

Writing  
/pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/run_sh/d1_l/d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt_simy6-OWLSAGN-EEMUv2-covc
NG.polychord-test.sh

Jobscript -> 
/pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/jobscripts/dsc/baryons_test/j
s_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20-tatt_simy6-OWLSAGN-EEMUv2-covcNG_polychord-test.sh

Output ->  
/pscratch/sd/d/davidsan/cosmosis_y6/y6-3x2pt-methods/y6_fiducial/chains/chain_d1_l-fixmnu-hm20
-tatt_simy6-OWLSAGN-EEMUv2-covcNG.polychord-test.sim_d-gen2pt_simy6_l-desy3-eemu-fixtatty6sim-
bcontOWLSAGN_ml4_sy3-covcNG.fits.scalecuts_perzbin_0.5_OWLSAGN_EuclidEmu_cont.txt.txt

Polychord-test
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Shift in the posteriors…

Polychord-test
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Number of remaining data points after scule cuts are applied …
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Bias trend with χ2…
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~ Figure 5 Secco & 
Samuroff
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3x2pt Data + Model fit

galaxy clustering Rodriguez-Monroy+

galaxy-galaxy lensing Prat+

cosmic shear Amon+,Secco,Samuroff+



3x2pt results

We combine these into the 3x2pt probe of 
large-scale structure.

A factor of 2.1 improvement in signal-to-noise 
from DES Year 1.

In ΛCDM:

In wCDM:
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The DES Collaboration



3x2pt results
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The DES Collaboration
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We combine these into the 3x2pt probe of 
large-scale structure.

A factor of 2.1 improvement in signal-to-noise 
from DES Year 1.

In ΛCDM:

In wCDM:



Constraints on S8

Chihway Chang

CMBGalaxy surveys
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The dome rotating Thanksgiving night by Yusra AlSayyad

The Vera Rubin Observatory 
Legacy Survey of Space and Time
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Cosmological surveys prospects

In 2006 the Dark Energy Task Force designed “an ambitious observational program 
to determine the dark energy properties as well as possible.”

Currently, we are in a transition period – Stage III projects like the Dark Energy 
Survey (DES) is close to completion and we must get ready for Stage IV. The 
Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time1 is the photometric 
flagship of this near-future stage.

The Legacy Survey of Space and Time - Dark Energy Science 
Collaboration (LSST-DESC)

The LSST will be carried out at the Vera C. Rubin observatory and will cover 
science cases in a wide range of physical scales from the solar system to the LSS.

The study of observable signatures of dark sector physics is lead by the Dark 
Energy Science Collaboration (DESC). DESC scientific goal is to make high 
precision measurements of fundamental cosmological parameters using LSST data 
combining - Large-Scale Structure, Weak Lensing, Strong Lensing, Clusters and 
Supernovae.

The Legacy Survey of Space and Time:
the future of photometric surveys

The Vera C. Rubin Observatory in Cerro Pachón (Chile). Credit: NOIRLab/NSF/AURA

Ref. Report of the Dark Energy Task Force (arXiv/0609591) , 1. LSST website

The goal of this project is to get ready by the time first data from LSST arrives

[Slide adapted from The LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration: Introduction and Overview - Eric Gawiser at CosmoPalooza]

https://arxiv.org/ftp/astro-ph/papers/0609/0609591.pdf
https://lsstdesc.org/
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Scientific goals

❖ Use Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) as a precursor of LSST-DESC data 
(deepest Stage III survey + same pipeline)

❖ Apply observational systematics cleaning impacting the shear field
❖ Reproduce official HSC cosmic shear results (Hikage et al. 2018) 

with our independent data reduction and LSST-DESC analysis tools 
❖ Design necessary modeling pieces to incorporate 

Galaxy Clustering and Galaxy-galaxy lensing probes
❖ Perform one of the first 3x2pt analysis in harmonic space
❖ Get competitive constraints on Ωmatter vs. σ8 plane

A 3x2-point analysis with HSC data in harmonic space

Technical goals

❖ Help with the development of the 2-point measurement 
tool 

❖ Building tools for the observational systematics 
cleaning process

❖ Covariance matrix calculation tool 
❖ Designing modeling stages for the inference tool 
❖ Testing and validating the cosmological parameters 

statistical inference tool 
❖ Development of data analysis tools

The main goal of this project is to perform one of the first combined analysis of Weak Lensing and Galaxy Clustering in harmonic space.

Along the way, we attempt to help with the software, methodology and technical readiness of the upcoming LSST-DESC.

Constraints on Ωmatter vs. S8 from 
cosmic shear analysis of Stage III 
projects (Hikage et al. 2019)

Ref. Cosmology from cosmic shear power spectra with Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam first-year data (arXiv/1809.09148)

Our analysis?

Other LSST-DESC precursor projects:
➢ A 3x2pt analysis with HSC data in real space (E. Longley-Philips ++)
➢ ComoDC2 analysis (J. Prat ++) – analysis of simulated data with LSST 

tools
➢ STAR challenge (C. Chang ++) – 3x2pt + Clusters end-to-end analysis with 

a combination of simulations and precursor data

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09148
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09148
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09148
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HSC-SSP is a suitable dataset for the LSST preparation as:
❖ Uses a prototype version of the Rubin Science Pipelines for data 

processing
❖ Is the deepest Stage III wide-catalog available to date

The first public data release (PDR1) collects positions and shapes …
❖ of approximately 11 million galaxies
❖ covering 136.9 sq. deg. of the northern hemisphere
❖ over 6 non-contiguous fields
❖ observed in 5 broad photometric bands grizy
❖ seeing in the i-band better ~0.8 arcsecs

Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic data

Ref. First Data Release of the Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program (arXiv/1702.08449), The first-year shear catalog of the Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam SSP Survey (arXiv/1705.06745)

❏ Dataset – HSC-SSP PDR1 data is presented in Aihara et al. 
2018

❏ Shear catalog is built following the same selection cuts as 
Mandelbaum et al. 2018

❏ Official photometric redshift distribution reweighted to 
consider lenses and sources

❏ Limiting magnitude in the i-band equal to 25.6 (similar to 
LSST Year 1 expected data) and number density 21.8 
objects per sq. arcmin. after additional cuts.

Comparison of Stage III lensing surveys properties used for cosmic shear analysis. Table extracted 
from Hikage et al. 2018

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08449
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.06745
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08449
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08449
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.06745
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09148
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High-value cosmological information is encoded in the matter density field (𝛅m), 
more specifically in the galaxy density field (𝛅g) and the convergence field (𝜅).

We approach the extraction of this information using 2-point statistics in 
harmonic space in tomographic redshift bins, the so-called angular power 
spectrum.

We consider 4 tomographic z-bins in [0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5] and the 
measurement is performed over angular separations represented by 13 
multipoles in the range [150, 5371] previous to any scale cut.

TXPipe is the LSST-DESC end-to-end and modular tool to measure lensing 
and clustering 2-point quantities in real and Fourier space, J. Zuntz et al. (in prep.)

Input: shear and lens catalogues, photo-z distributions

Pipeline stages: photo-z distr., masking, density and shear maps, noise 
calculations

Output: data vector (photo-z + 3x2pt measurement + covariance), 
diagnostic plots, theory predictions

Measuring 2-point functions in harmonic space

Ref. TXPipe Github repository [link] and documentation [link]

Credit – Argonne National Laboratory

𝜅
𝛅m

𝛅g

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/TXPipe
https://txpipe.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Measuring 2-point functions in harmonic 
space:

impact of observational systematics
Photometric surveys are impacted by observational systematics like the seeing, exposure time or the air mass, which can potentially induce a spurious 
signal that may contaminate our cosmological signal.

We have a set of 60 Survey Property maps (SP maps) describing 12 different observational systematics in our 5 broad photometric bands grizy, 
computed by E. Rykoff using DECASU

To check that these maps do not introduce a significant contaminant signal we …

… look for correlations between SP maps and our galaxy density field and shear field

Ref. DECam Survey Property Maps with HealSparse DECASU Github repository [link]

https://github.com/erykoff/decasu
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Measuring 2-point functions in harmonic 
space:

impact of observational systematics
Photometric surveys are impacted by observational systematics like the seeing, exposure time or the air mass, which can potentially induce a spurious 
signal that may contaminate our cosmological signal.

We have a set of 60 Survey Property maps (SP maps) describing 12 different observational systematics in our 5 broad photometric bands grizy, 
computed by E. Rykoff using DECASU

To check that these maps do not introduce a significant contaminant signal we …

… look for correlations between SP maps and our galaxy density field and shear field
… look for correlations with cosmic microwave background lensing maps and thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich maps

. 

Ref. DECam Survey Property Maps with HealSparse DECASU Github repository [link]

C
redit – P

lanck C
ollaboration

C
redit – P

lanck C
ollaboration

https://github.com/erykoff/decasu
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Measuring 2-point functions in harmonic 
space:

impact of observational systematics
Photometric surveys are impacted by observational systematics like the seeing, exposure time or the air mass, which can potentially induce a spurious 
signal that may contaminate our cosmological signal.

We have a set of 60 Survey Property maps (SP maps) describing 12 different observational systematics in our 5 broad photometric bands grizy, 
computed by E. Rykoff using DECASU

To check that these maps do not introduce a significant contaminant signal we …

… look for correlations between SP maps and our galaxy density field and shear field
… look for correlations with cosmic microwave background lensing 
maps and thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich maps
… apply a cleaning process to our measurement, deprojection method 
presented in D. Alonso et al. 2018 and check the impact of deprojecting SP maps to our signal

Ref. DECam Survey Property Maps with HealSparse DECASU Github repository [link], A unified pseudo-Cl framework (arXiv/1809.09603)

Observational systematics are found to have a negligible 
impact in our measurements. 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09603&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1656329304550303&usg=AOvVaw0BbRFTTOVY2HCpD2Abb0kg
https://github.com/erykoff/decasu
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.09603&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1656329304550303&usg=AOvVaw0BbRFTTOVY2HCpD2Abb0kg
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Firecrown is the LSST-DESC tool for statistical inference of the 
modeling parameters via Markov Chain Monte Carlo processes. Also, 
theoretical predictions of cosmological quantities can be obtained 
thanks to the CCL dependency.

Firecrown is a modular analysis pipeline in which each stage 
performs a specific task e.g. reading the data vector info, implementing 
a certain intrinsic alignment model or accounting for the photo-z 
uncertainty.

This tool is highly customizable. Do you want to try some new 
modeling stage and the stage does not exist yet? Just write the code 
and plug it into the pipeline interacting with the standard stages.

For this project we developed Firecrown modeling stages to account 
for:
❏ the Non- Linear Intrinsic Alignment of galaxies
❏ the uncertainty in the photo-z determination
❏ the multiplicative shear bias

Statistical inference & theoretical modeling:
Firecrown

In this project, Firecrown has been used in two different ways:
● for the design of the modeling pipeline – obtaining theoretical predictions
● for the inference of cosmological & nuisance parameters – with MCMC

Firecrown tool pipeline flow scheme. Credit: J. Zuntz

Ref. Firecrown Github repository [link] and documentation [link], Core Cosmology Library documentation [link]

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/firecrown
https://firecrown.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
https://ccl.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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